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ABSTRACT

This paper takes the opportunity of presenting a set of new adap-
tive effects to propose a generic scheme for adaptive effects built
upon a spectral source-filter decomposition and a Short-Time Fou-
rier analysis-resynthesis. This allows for a better formalization
of the involved signal processing algorithms and leads to a simple
classification of adaptive effects already presented in the literature,
that falls into this category.

We discuss the motivation and the advantages of combining
source-filter modeling and phase vocoder representation for the de-
sign of adaptive digital audio effects. Then we detail the general
structure that includes STFT analysis and re-synthesis scheme, the
source filter decomposition, and an adaptive control unit composed
of a feature extraction system and a sound mapping unit that might
be driven by a gestural control section.

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive effects are audio processing systems which controls are
derived from sound features, in order to take into account the evo-
lution of their structural properties (often called “musical gestures”
[1]). As a canonical example, cross-synthesis (as defined in [2])
uses the information from one signal to modify the spectral enve-
lope of a second one. In this paper, we present a generic scheme
for adaptive effects built upon a Short-Time Fourier analysis-re-
synthesis and a spectral source-filter decomposition.

During the 1930ies, H. Dudley invented the vocoder (Voice
Operated reCOrDER) at the Bell labs [3]. The vocoder consisted
of analyzing a voice signal with a filter-bank and was designed
for voice coding in telecommunication applications. Its musical
use has been popularized by The Beatles’ song “Tomorrow Never
Knows” in 1966 and by W. Carlos’ song “TimeSteps” in 1971
(soundtrack of “A Clockwork Orange”).

An improved version of the vocoder was introduced in the mid
1960ies (namely the phase vocoder) [4], then explicitly linked to
the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [5] and has benefited
for many optimization, such as in [6]. At the same time, analysis
and synthesis techniques were developed in the same context of
voice coding and synthesis, namely source-filter model and linear
prediction coding (LPC) [7]. Both techniques allows for many
transformations of sounds, among which interpolation, pitch-shif-
ting with formant preservation and robotization.

Recently, more and more effects that takes into account sound
features of the sound under process have been developed, such
as morphing [2, 8, 9], voice morphing [10, 11], etc. The generic

structure we propose allows for a better formalization of the in-
volved signal processing algorithms and leads to a simple classi-
fication of adaptive effects already presented in the literature, that
falls into this category. After introducing the techniques and the
general structure (Section 2), we present a classified review of u- 
sual and new adaptive source-filter effects (Section 3) that proc-
esses the spectral envelope, the source or both of them.

2. TECHNIQUES

2.1. Motivations

Based on STFT, the phase vocoder represents exhaustively any
sound without any error, allows for filtering with very accurate
frequency response, for time-scaling without pitch-shifting and re-
ciprocally, as well as many other exotic transformations [12, 13].
This time-frequency representation can be viewed as a block-by-
block processing system [4, 5].

The source-filter model can be viewed in two ways: a signal
production model that directly acts in the time domain, and a spec-
tral classification of sound properties. It sorts the slow frequency-
varying part of the spectrum which is interpreted as the frequency
response of a filter, while the fast frequency-varying features are
considered to be the spectrum of the source. Contrarily to the
STFT, the source-filter model is not a representation,i.e. most
of the signals cannot be exhaustively represented without an error.

However, a combination of the strengths of both methods is
possible by separating the source and the filter in the spectral do-
main (e.g.using the STFT with the cepstrum technique [14]). Then
we can benefit from the abstract and efficient coding of the source-
filter model while preserving the processed signal from any mod-
eling error.

2.2. Adaptive Digital Audio Effects (A-DAFx)

We call “adaptive digital audio effects” the generalization of ef-
fects and their control [15, 16], in the context of “intelligent ef-
fects” [17] and “content-based transformations” [18]. There are
two types of control (see Fig. 1)

- adaptive control which is a time-varying control derived
from sound features (i.e.an analysis step) [17] and mod-
ified by appropriate mapping functions;

- gestural control for realtime access through input devices.

Several forms of adaptive effects exist, depending on the sound
signal from which features are extracted [15, 16]. We name
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Figure 1:Diagram of the gesturally controlled adaptive effect.

- “adaptive” effects when features are extracted fromq[n];

- “auto-adaptive” effects when extracted fromx[n];

- “feedback1 adaptive” effects when extracted fromy[n];

- “cross-adaptive” effects when two input signals are used.

The mapping between sound features and effect control values in-
cludes non-linearities as well as feature combinations [20]. The
effect controls and their mapping can be modified by gestural con-
trol [21].

2.3. STFT

In order to describe the complete processing system, we briefly
present the block processing structure (see Fig. 2) based on the
STFT [4, 5]. The STFTFx[m, k] of a signalx[n] is defined as

Fx[m, k] =

∞X
n=−∞

x[n] · w[mRA − n] · e−j2πnk/N , (1)

= ρx[m, k] · ejϕx[m,k], (2)

wherew[n] is a window which length defines the block size,RA

is the step increment,m is the current time frame index,N is the
number of spectral bins, indexed byk = 0, . . . , N − 1. The syn-
thesis stage uses the classical overlap-add technique [22] with the
same time increment, chosen to guaranty a perfect reconstruction
of the signal [5].

2.4. Source-Filter Processing

In order to get a description of a sound signal in terms of a source-
filter model, one need to deconvolve the signal by first estimating
its spectral envelopeHx[m, k]. Depending on the chosen tech-
nique or the appropriate coding,Hx is going to be represented
by a set of parameters2 PHx [m] = L−1

P (Hx)[m, •], that denotes
either reflection coefficients, autoregressive coefficients, cepstral
coefficients, correlation coefficients or formant coefficients. The
filter estimation is achieved by various and well-known techniques
such as LPC [7], cepstrum [14] or spectral breakpoint functions
[23]. We then deduce the STFT of the sourceSx[m, k] (see Fig.
2) from

Fx[m, k] = Hx[m, k] · Sx[m, k]. (3)

1The word “adaptive” is commonly used in this context, where the out-
put signal is analyzed and used to minimize an error function, such as in
adaptive filtering (telecommunications) [19].

2The notationG[m, •] stands for the frequency vector at time indexm.
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Figure 2: Diagram of adaptive source-filter block-by-block pro-
cessing.

In case the adaptive control and the source-filter processing part
of the A-DAFx use an identical analysis step and the same input
signal, they can be factorized.

2.5. Useful Notations

The STFT of the output signalFy is derived from input sources’
and filters’ STFTs by a given transformation notedTF

Fy = TF {Fx, Fq}. (4)

WhenFy is separable we consider the transform to be a source-
filter one

Fy = TS{Sx, Sq} · TH{Hx, Hq}. (5)

Notice that in general,TF , TS or TH might depend on features
extracted from the signalsx or q.

Usual effects often involve frequency shifting, scaling or war-
ping of a time-frequency functionGα (i.e.Fα, Sα, orHα), as well
as multiplication by another time-frequency function. Frequency
shifting ofGα[m, k] by β[m] frequency bins is denoted

Shift{Gα, β}[m, k] = Gα [m, β[m] + k] . (6)

As soon as we shiftGα, we have to prevent aliasing due to spectral
content moved out of the bounds, and fill in emptied regions at the
other bound [24].Shift includes this process.

Scaling (or dilation) can be applied to the spectral envelope
and to the source (it is then called pitch-shifting), with the same
boundary management than the one used for shifting. Scaling by
a ratioλ[m] is denoted

Scale{Gα, λ}[m, k] = Gα[m, λ[m]k]. (7)

Warping (or arbitrary modifying) consists of applying an arbi-
trary functionW [m, k] to Gα[m, k], and is denoted

Warp{Gα, W}[m, k] = Gα[m, W [m, k]]. (8)

Shifting and scaling are simple cases of warping function. We note
Mul the multiplication transform (Mul{Gα, E} = Gα.E) andId
the identity transform (Id{Gα} = Gα).

We define the time-varying interpolationGy[m, •] of spectral
functionsGx[m, •] andGq[m, •] by using a time-varying interpo-
lation coefficientγ[m] that evolves in the range[0; 1]

Gy = Interp{Gx, Gq, γ}. (9)
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Notice thatγ[m] is not necessarily a monotonic function of
time. Warping does not necessarily guaranty a valid STFT. There-
fore, special frequency warping functions need to be used [25].

3. EFFECTS BASED ON A SOURCE-FILTER PARADIGM

We will present effects that are based on a source-filter modeling
of spectral information3. We will successively consider effects that
modify the spectral envelope only, the source only or both.

3.1. Effects on the Spectral Envelope

When applying the identity function to the source, only the spectral
envelope is transformed

Fy = Sx · TH{Hx, Hq}. (10)

In this class of effect, we can regroup not only spectral envelope
interpolation such as cross-synthesis and hybridization, but also
adaptive spectral envelope modifications. When the processing is
linear,TH simply becomes a multiplication of the spectral enve-
lope by a time-frequency function, and then the explicit source-
filter separation is no more needed.

3.1.1. Adaptive Spectral Envelope Modifications

Modifying a spectral envelope is useful not only for transform-
ing voiced sounds as it distorts and moves the formants, but also
for creating new sounds for electro-acoustic music as it strongly
changes the spectral envelope. To prevent the generation of an-
noying sounds, it is well known that one has to change the modifi-
cation of the spectral envelope over time. Based on the functions
defined in sec. 2.5, we have built several adaptive spectral enve-
lope modifiers to generate timbre modulation according to the con-
tent of the signal [16]. Adaptive shifting of the spectral envelope
is then given by

Hy = Shift{Hx, β}. (11)

Adaptive spectral envelope scaling depends on a scaling ratioλ[m]
greater or lower than 1 (expanding/compressing) that is given by

Hy = Scale{Hx, λ}. (12)

Adaptive spectral envelope warping uses a non linear curveW
which varies in time. We have found useful to expressW as a lin-
ear interpolation between the identity warping (W[m, k] = k) and
a vectorc2[m, k] ∈ [0; 1], k = 1, ..., N . This allows for an easy
balance between a bypass effect and a warping effect. In practice,
the interpolation ratioc1[m] ∈ [0; 1] is for example derived from
the RMS, or the voiciness, whereasc2 is derived from the spectral
envelope or its integral

W [m, k] = c1[m] · c2[m, k] · N + (1 − c1[m]) k. (13)

The spectral envelope is given by

Hy = Warp{Hx, W}. (14)

3Existing effects using source-filter processing are referenced in the ti-
tle of the Subsection, whereas adaptive effects that we developed arenot.

3.1.2. Vocoding Effect[3, 4, 2]

The classical vocoding effect consists of applying the spectral en-
velopeHq to Fx. This adaptive effect is historically implemented
using the channel vocoder [3] but can also be implemented through
the use of the phase vocoder [4]

TH{Hx, Hq} = Hx · Hq, (15)

Fy = Fx · Hq. (16)

In practice, the input signalx[n] that provides the source must be
a rich and complex one (e.g.a monophonic or polyphonic har-
monic sound, or an inharmonic sound such as a bell). The “filter-
ing sound”q[n] must exhibit strong formants, such as the human
voice. Indeed, most of vocoding effect examples consist of making
instruments talk4.

Cross-synthesis such as defined in [2] is another occurrence
of the vocoding effect. The only difference when compared to the
classical one is that the spectral envelopeHq is explicitly extracted
by using an LPC analysis and then applied by using an IIR filter
[2] or a phase vocoder [26]. The output STFT is

Fy = Sx · Hq. (17)

Even though cross-synthesis is used to describe the process
involved in [2], we prefer to define cross-synthesis as a more gen-
eral processing, that blends parameters coming from two different
sounds to generate a third one.

3.1.3. Interpolation Between Two Spectral Envelopes

We will consider the “L-interpolation”Hy between two spectral
envelopesHx andHq as the interpolation between time-varying
parameter setsPHx [m, •] andPHq [m, •] that represent the spec-
tral envelopes (Hα itself, cepstral coefficients, auto-regressive co-
efficients, formant coefficients, autocorrelation coefficients, reflec-
tion coefficients). The interpolated value

PHy [m, •] = L−1
P (Hy)[m, •] (18)

is given by

L−1
P (Hy) = Interp{L−1

P (Hx), L−1
P (Hq), γ}, (19)

with the time-varying interpolation ratioγ[m] ∈ [0; 1]. We denote

Hy = L–Interp{Hx, Hq, γ} (20)

this interpolation between parameters ofHx andHq. The cross
adaptive effect may imply complex strategies when the sets to in-
terpolate do not have the same number of parameters (e.g.from 5
to 4 formants). We now focus on the particular case of hybridiza-
tion.

3.1.4. Hybridization (Voice Morphing)[10, 11]

We call hybridization or voice morphing the cross-synthesis of one
voice by another voice previously analyzed. Its purpose is to make
a singing voice fit to specific properties:e.g. recreating the cas-
trato’s voice of Farinelli [10] (see Fig. 3), or singing with some-
one else’s voice such as in the Voice Impersonator in a karaoke

4A famous example is the talk box, popularized by Pete Frampton in
the 1970ies. The guitar signal goes through a tube into the mouth, and the
spectral envelope of the mouth is superimposed to the guitar formants.
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Figure 3:Diagram of the voice morphing developed to recreate a
castrato’s voice: Farinelli [10].

context [11]. The spectral envelopeHy is computed by interpo-
lating between the envelope of the signal itself and the envelope
of the signal stored in the database, according to specific mapping
rules. The output STFT is given by

Fy = Sx · Hy. (21)

3.1.5. Adaptive Equalizer

Starting from the structure of an equalizer, which is essentially to
filter a signal by a given spectral frequency response, we have ex-
tended it to an adaptive effect, where the frequency responseHq

is provided through the adaptive control section of the process-
ing system displayed on Fig. 2. In this adaptive effect,Hq can
be generated from any vector feature of the input signalq after
some specific mapping (see [16] for more details). The only con-
straint imposed toHq is that for any timem, Hq[m, •] evolves
sufficiently slowly as a function of frequency to be considered as
a spectral envelope. The output STFT is given by

Fy = Hq · Fx. (22)

Moreover, we have to ensure that the time evolution ofHq[•, k]
is sufficiently slow so that, given the time increment, its spectrum
fits in the bandwidth mentioned in sec. 2.3 [5] in order to prevent
aliasing of parameters.
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Figure 4:Frequency-azimuth domain of the spectral panoramiza-
tion STFTs.

One of the typical example we have developed is the adaptive
spectral panoramization [16]. It consists of generating a stereo-
phonic signal by an adaptive splitting of the spectrum of the in-
put signalx. We evaluate a panoramization angle vectorθ[m, •],
which is derived from input sound features (e.g. the waveform).
STFTs of the two output signalsyl andyr are computed from the
Blumlein law (

Yl =
√

2
2

(cos θ + sin θ) · Fx,

Yr =
√

2
2

(cos θ − sin θ) · Fx.
(23)

In practice, each frequency bin of the STFTFx is moved to a spe-
cific location in space, see Fig. 4. This adaptive effect increase the
perception of surrounding sound, and the signal is split with more
or less independent motions and speeds.

3.2. Effect on the Source

Effects on the source preserve the spectral envelope soHy = Hx.
The possible effect that falls into this category are pitch-shifting,
ring modulation (particular case of sec. 3.3.1) and frequency warp-
ing.

3.2.1. Pitch-Shifting with Formant Preservation[27, 28]

Pitch-shifting consists of resampling the source and preserving the
sound duration,e.g. using the overlap-add of the STFT technique
[24]. However, the spectral envelope is also scaled (leading to the
“Donald Duck” effect). In order to preserve formants, a pitch-
shifting algorithm must be applied to the source only [27, 28]

Sy = Scale{Sx, β}, (24)

with β being the pitch-shifting ratio. Whenβ[m] varies in time,
the pitch-shifting becomes adaptive (allowing intonation changes
and adaptive resampling [21]).

3.2.2. Adaptive Spectral Warping

Time-varying spectral warping allows to change a musical sound
from an harmonic one to an inharmonic one, while preserving the
spectral envelope [16]. The source is computed as

Sy = Warp{Sx, W}, (25)

where the warping functionW has the same structure than the one
specified in Eq. (13).

3.3. Effect on the Source and the Spectral Envelope

3.3.1. Adaptive Ring-Modulation

The famous ring modulation is a simple amplitude modulation
with no DC component5. It consists of multiplying a signalx[n]
by a modulator signal. We only consider the case where the modu-
lator is a simple sinusoidal wavexmod[n] = sin(2πfmodn), with
fmod = kmod

N
fs, wherefs is the audio signal sampling rate. The

whole spectrum is then duplicated and shifted

Fy = Shift{Fx, kmod} + Shift{Fx,−kmod}, (26)

5The modulation frequency is over 20 Hz, so that it is timbre and not
amplitude (and so rhythm) that is modified.
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which implies that both source and spectral envelope are modi-
fied. The adaptive ring modulation uses a time-varying modula-
tion frequencyfmod[n]. We designed an adaptive ring modulation
by controlling the frequency of the modulator from mapped input
signal features [16].

By a careful selection of a sound feature, a ring modulator
that preserve the fundamental frequency can be designed [29]. If
fmod[n] = Mf0[n] with M an integer, pitch is unchanged. When
fmod[n] = Mf0[n]/P with P an integer, pitch is transposed
down. These particular cases only affect the spectral envelope (sec.
3.1).

For any other valuesfmod[n] 6= Mf0[n]/P , the sound re-
mains inharmonic. In this case, the adaptive ring-modulation can
be applied to the source only [16]

Sy = Shift{Sx, kmod} + Shift{Sx,−kmod}. (27)

As it ony modifies the source, it can be considered as an effect of
sec. 3.2. This effect provides an inharmonization of a voice while
preserving its intelligibility; this is also useful for transposing in-
harmonic sound, such as bell sounds.

3.3.2. Adaptive Spectral Envelope and Source Modification

Adaptive spectral envelope and source modifications (shifting, scal-
ing or warping) can be combined [16] to provide interesting effects
for processing electroacoustic sounds. The output STFT is

Fy = TS{Sx} · TH{Hx}. (28)

A particular case is the gender change.

3.3.3. Gender Change[30]

To transform a female voice into a male voice, and vice-versa
[30, 18], pitch has to be shifted (up for male-to-female, down for
female-to-male) and the formants have to be warped, more pre-
cisely this is a combination of scaling the spectral envelope in or-
der to take into account changes in the length of the vocal tract
and a shift of the spectral envelope in order to take into account
synchronization between the fundamental frequency and the first
formant’s frequency for high pitched sounds. It is an auto-adaptive
effect, controlled byf0[n], with the output STFT

Fy = Scale{Sx, α} · Warp{Hx, β}. (29)

3.3.4. Robotization with Spectral Envelope Modifications

Robotization consists of nulling the phase for every block of a
voice signalx[n] · w[mRA − n] [31], such as defined in Eq. (1).
The hop size between blocks imposes the robot’s pitch, that can
also adaptively evolve in time according to sound features [15].
This effect only modifies the pitch. Formants can be independently
modified, for example to obtain a Donald Duck robot effect.

Fy = |Sx| · TH{Hx}. (30)

3.3.5. Effects Based on Interpolation[31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]

Effects based on spectra L-interpolation such as defined in Eq. (9)
appear in the literature under many different names, not only de-
pending on the interpolated parameter sets, but also depending on
the authors. Here is a list of existing effects that falls into this
category, with the names proposed by the authors

- timbral morphing[32, 33] whenγ[m] = γ0 andPx, Pq are
additive parameters (partials’ amplitude and frequency);

- mutation[34, 35, 31] when

Fy[m, •] = Interp{ρx, ρq, γρ} · ejInterp{ϕx,ϕq,γϕ};

with the specific case found in [37] whenγρ = 0 or 1, and
γϕ = 1 − γρ, This is called hybridization by the author.
Notice that it differs from the definition of hybridization we
use in sec. 3.1.4;

- spectral interpolation[36] when

Fy[m, •] = Interp{Sx, Sq, γs} · Interp{Hx, Hq, γh};

with the particular case of voice morphing (hybridization
in our definition) [10, 11] whenγs = 0, and vocoding
effect/cross-synthesis [3, 4, 2, 34, 26] whenγs = 0 and
γh = 1.

The so calledtimbral metamorphosis[38] is the general case when
γ[m] monotonically evolves from 0 to 1 and takes continuous or
discrete values. Timbral morphing and mutations cannot be con-
sidered as based on the source-filter model.

3.4. About Resampling Control Parameters

According to the structure of the adaptive audio effects consid-
ered in this study, the result of the mapping of extracted features
Gq[m, •] has to be a vector of sizeN , whatever the features are.
Another constraint is thatGq is sampled at frequencyfs/RA.
Therefore, it has to be low-pass filtered to prevent aliasing and un-
der sampled when the feature is generated at a higher rate, and re-
sampled when provided at a lower rate. Nevertheless, in a musical
situation, one may want to use and control the degree of aliasing
to add modulations in the resulting sound.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a general structure for adaptive effects built upon
a Short-Time Fourier analysis-re-synthesis and a spectral source-
filter decomposition. This structure demonstrated to be very flex-
ible and allows to reformulate in an unified framework many al-
ready existing adaptive audio effects. As a part of the review of
these existing effects, we have also presented several new adaptive
effects that we developed: adaptive shifting, scaling and warping
of the spectral envelope, adaptive equalizer and spectral panora-
mization, adaptive ring modulation of the source and robotization
with spectral envelope modifications. We hope that this formula-
tion which combines STFT, source-filter decomposition and adap-
tive control will give rise to the development of new adaptive audio
effects.
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